Inner ear hair cells transduce sound waves and acceleration. In the quest to identify the molecular machinery underlying mechanoelectrical transduction, Zhao et al. (2014) in this issue of Neuron reveal that the TMIE protein, essential for hearing, physically interacts with tip link protein protocadherin-15.
Hair cells of the inner ear are magnificent dual-function mechanoelectrical transducer cells: they transduce sound waves for the cochlea and acceleration signals for the vestibular apparatus. These cells can detect deflection of their hair bundle on a nanometer scale, a substrate of ultimate mechanical sensitivity in vertebrates. Yet the molecular identity of the channel-molecule at the heart of this transduction machinery has not been unveiled up to this point. In this issue of Neuron, Zhao et al. (2014) report exciting progress in the deconstruction of the mechanoelectrical transduction channel complex (METCC) of hair cells.
The study's starting point was a yeast two-hybrid screen that led to the identification of TMIE, a protein previously linked to hearing by genetic studies in humans, mice, and zebrafish (Gleason et al., 2009; Mitchem et al., 2002; Naz et al., 2002) . TMIE is a direct interaction partner with tip link proteins (Zhao et al., 2014) . These proteins, protocadherin15 (PCDH15), of the lower tip link, and LHFLP5, an adaptor protein to PCDH15, have been known to be closely and directly associated with the METCC at the lower/basal end of the tip link. Interestingly, only the PCDH15-CD2 variant interacted with TMIE (see also recent paper [Pepermans et al., 2014] , where PCDH15-CD2 is defined as the protocadherin of mature hair cells). The next step of the study involved a thorough and rigorous set of experiments aimed at clarifying the mechanistic role of TMIE and how specifically it contributes to mechanoelectrical transduction against a background of known players ( Figure 1 ). Among other fortes, Zhao et al. (2014) applied a specialized hair-cell physiological technique, previously developed in the Mueller lab, which allows directed expression of genes in hair cells for subsequent cell-physiological assessment (''injectoporation''). One of the powerful applications of this method was directed expression of (1) TMIE alteration-of-function mutations, inspired by human genetics insights, and (2) a dominant-negative TMIE construct. These approaches were complemented by mouse knockout experiments. Of note, both the targeted overexpression of TMIE mutations and the genetic TMIE deletion were directed specifically to hair cells. Finally, the study sheds light on functional differences of TMIE along the evolutionary tree. Presented results are suggesting that in mice, TMIE has a key role in mechanoelectrical transduction of inner ear hair cells, whereas in the zebrafish there appears to be a more prominent role in hair cell development (Zhao et al., 2014; Gleason et al., 2009; Mitchem et al., 2002; Shen et al., 2008) .
The study raises several interesting issues for discussion and future research. In terms of protein-protein interaction, TMIE could not be linked directly to TMC1/2, a candidate transduction channel in inner ear hair cells. Rather than overarguing this point, the focus can be on future experimental strategies that will help us elucidate the METCC that is indeed much more complex than initially believed, as commented in the Zhao et al. (2014) paper. The paper illustrates the utility of tools such as the Y2H libraries developed by the Mueller lab. Based on their present success story, their Y2H libraries will prove their value. This will be apparent in future strategies when TMIE and TMC1/2 or fragments thereof can be used as bait proteins. Given the importance of protein-protein interaction studies, plus recent advances in proteomics methodology, this commentator believes that it might be time for hair-bundle ciliary proteomics studies of hair cells. Also, the sophisticated mouse models employed by Zhao et al. (2014) underscore the importance of generating specific mouse knockin lines with TMC1/2, TMIE, PCDH15-CD2, and other relevant proteins tagged for localization studies, including ultrastructure (Martell et al., 2012; Webster et al., 2008) , and for physical sequestration by solid-phase binding followed by proteomics.
Lastly, given the success of the Mueller lab's injectoporation strategy, developing in vitro hair cells from stem cells or other readily accessible cells (Oshima et al., 2010; Ronaghi et al., 2014) could be another powerful asset, especially when combined with manipulating the originating cells using the CRISPR-CAS9 system.
One more formal suggestion comes to mind in view of the exciting field that this research represents. A nomenclature meeting is strongly recommended to ''clear the brush,'' remove repulsive abbreviation names of proteins/genes, and come up with more telling, easy-touse, and, yes, catchy names for the protein players involved. Naming Fam-38a and Fam-38b Piezo1 and Piezo2 were absolutely helpful steps taken along the way, helping turn the page in another recent and exciting chapter of mechanobiology. Along these lines, one of the protein players involved is already named harmonin. A harmonious solution to this Babylonian quandary is a possible way forward, an approach that might be crossing the minds of many interested scientists, not just from the arena of hearing, to better communicate with interested laypeople and ''the public. '' In the broader picture, it is clear that the hunt for the molecular centerfold of the METCC is now getting close to its final stretch. The paper by Zhao et al. (2014) rings the bell, so to say, for the final lap. ''Getting there'' could be record quick or-perhaps more likely-involve unanticipated obstacles and wind down along a tortuous path. Keep your hair cells tuned. The schematic is illustrating the findings of Zhao et al. (2014) in context and highlights interesting questions that the study raises. Left: a schematic of a mammalian cochlear inner hair cell. Boxed is the ciliary area that is magnified to the right. The tip link consists of cadherin-23 (CDH23) and proto-cadherin-15 (PCDH15), the latter linked to the lower cilium where the mechanoelectrical transduction channel complex (METCC) can be found in close proximity to PCDH15 anchoring. Right: schematic of a transmembrane protein complex that contains PCDH15, LHFPL5, and TMIE, the three protein-protein interaction sites highlighted by *. Note that only the PCDH15 variant with the CD2 C terminus interacts with TMIE. This ternary complex functions upstream of the METCC, which could be TMC1/2 or an as-yet-unidentified channel protein (complex). In the latter case, TMC1/2 would be viewed as a form of an adaptor protein or as an ion nonconducting channel subunit. Other pertinent questions are whether there are additional critical adaptor proteins and how they interact with TMC1/2 and the ternary TMIE complex, whether the METCC critically depends on specialized lipids in this part of the plasma membrane, and, finally, which proteins serve as tethers to the hair bundle ciliary cytoskeleton, depicted in blue in the midschematic.
